IUF Meeting Minutes
06.26.2011

Present: Ryan, Ken, Marty, Olaf, Franck, Petra, Gossi

Updates:

Marty
- Currently have $3,906.44 in account
- Received a video of someone testing for Level 1
- Needs to update all membership information, will coordinate with Gossi

Olaf
- German federation unification
- Continuing to work on issues regarding qualification
- Been traveling to various unicycle events throughout Europe
- Just visited the UNICON venues and facilities

Franck
- Created a unicycle degree in France to teach unicycling in the schools
- Working on UNICON qualification for 2012
- Considering hosting UNICON XVIII (2016) in France

World Records
- Trying to finalize in the next few months
- Should have a final draft in the fall

Skill Development
- Working on prototypes and next iteration
- Currently analyzing feedback
- Flatland levels are almost ready
- Should have a final draft by UNICON in Italy

Skill Levels
- Need to get Rulebook committee software from Robin
- Developing a Q and A sheet for the website
- Also working on a test qualification online with videos
- Eventually hope to link the skill levels into the membership database

Qualification
- Unlikely to have more questions and protests until the fall

Webmaster
- IUF-ID is up and running
- Continuing to work on membership database

Future UNICONs
2014 = Interest from South Korea, maybe Germany
2016 = Interest from France

Ryan will send out another email to National and Regional Reps to gauge current interest
IUF Presence at UNICON
- Begin considering different ways that the IUF can be involved in Italy
- Ideas are various workshops, a table set-up at registration

Restructuring the IUF
- See PDF proposal
- Ryan will begin discussions over the summer regarding the changes to the By-Laws